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Abstract
In the pleural space, sliding between the lung and chest wall induces shear stress that
could damage the delicate mesothelial cells covering the tissue surfaces. Normally, the
pleural space, which is filled with fluid, is able to sustain continuous shear loading
throughout its lifetime. To understand the mechanisms in preventing frictional damage on
mesothelial tissue, we conducted experiments using abdominal tissue excised from a rat.
We allowed the tissue to slide against a glass surface, and measured the fluid thickness
and shear force between them. We also studied independent variables such as location on
the tissue, applied normal load, sliding velocity and direction to determine their effects on
mesothelial tissue lubrication.
Both thickening and thinning of the fluid layer were observed during sliding. The fluid
thickness was found to change with sliding velocity and direction, but invariant with
location on tissue surface. In tribological experiments, shear force decreased with
increasing velocity until it reached a minimum value varying with different tissue
samples. Normal load had a strong effect on shear force, but not on friction coefficient.
Overall, the friction curves had similar shape as described by the mixed/elasto-
hydrodynamic regions of the Stribeck curve. Results were consistent within each tissue
sample, but varied among samples. The dependency on velocity and direction suggested
elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication. Taken together, we conclude that elasto-hydrodynamic
lubrication is likely to be an important lubrication mechanism for mesothelial tissue
sliding in the pleural region. Our findings support the existence of a continuous fluid
layer separating the pleural surfaces. The fluid pressure gradient generated by surface
roughness redistributes fluid from thick to thin regions preventing surface contact.
Thesis Supervisor: Stephen S. Loring
Title: Associate Professor of Anesthesia, Harvard Medical School
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CHAPTER 1:
INTRODUCTION
1.1. Importance of Pleural Mechanics
Many biological systems are found to exhibit lubrication mechanisms that are essential to
good performance and health. These include, but are not limited to, eyes, joints, and
blood cells flowing in the capillary (Jin, 2005). The focus of our study is to understand
the lubrication mechanisms in pleural space. More specifically, our goal is to explore
how these mechanisms function to preserve the integrity of mesothelial tissue under shear
sliding.
The mechanics of the pleural space continues to be an area of on-going research with
many unknowns. The pleural region, defined as the enclosed space between the lung and
chest wall, has a thin gap on the order of tens of micrometers (Lai-Fook, 2004). This gap
in the pleural space is filled with fluid that has viscosity and ionic concentration similar
to that of extracellular fluids such as that found in the peritoneal cavity. The lung and
chest wall lie in a close proximity and their shapes conform to each other. Under normal
breathing condition, the expansion of the chest wall during inhalation is accompanied by
the expansion of the lung and vice versa during exhalation. As a result, the lung slides
relative to and against the chest wall continuously. Both the lung and chest wall are
covered with a layer of delicate mesothelial cells that can be easily damaged (Zocchi,
2002). The sliding of the two surfaces induces shear stress that could theoretically cause
irreparable frictional damage to these mesothelial cells.
Pleural disease can increase the chance of frictional damage by changing the cell/tissue
prosperities. For instance, one indication of a damaged mesothelial surface is called the
friction rub, detected through auscultation of the lung. It is characterized by adventitious
sounds originated from pleural region. Those sounds are loud, coarse and have "a raspy
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and leathery quality."I The detection of friction rub normally indicates a thickening or
inflammation of the pleural surfaces associated with trauma, infection or infarction 2.
Understanding how the healthy pleural tissue prevents the occurrence of rubbing during
normal breathing can shed a light on the best means of treating these medical conditions
in the future.
As stated in the beginning of this section, friction problems exist not only in the pleural
space, but in many other biological systems as well. In fact, one heavily investigated
research area is the study of natural synovial joint lubrication. Research in joint
lubrication has been extensive over recent years, evolving from basic understanding of
joints to the optimization of design, manufacturing, and performance of various types of
joint replacement (Jalali-Vahid, 2001; Pylios, 2004; Wang, H., 1997). Since the synovial
joint's biological structure, mechanical properties, and load condition are widely different
from pleural space, there are differences in their respective lubrication mechanisms. A
synovial joint consists of a ball-socket system where the ends of two bones are covered
with articular cartilage whose tensile modulus ranges from 5 to 25 MPa (Mow, 2002).
Unlike the pleural space, the joints need to support the weight of the body by sustaining a
large but constant normal stress. The shear stress on the joints changes with activity, but
the range of shear motion is limited. In contrast, the sliding motion of the pleural surfaces
originates from chest wall muscle expansion and contraction. The sliding surface area is
much greater and the elastic modulus of mesothelial tissue is four to five orders of
magnitude less than that of articular cartilage (Gouldstone, 2002). Although studies of
joint lubrication can provide clues of lubrication in biological materials, the distinct
differences of structure and physical conditions in pleural space suggest an entirely
different lubricating mechanism.
First, the delicacy of the mesothelial surface raises the question of its ability to remain
undamaged over a lifetime of shear loading arising from normal breathing. To sustain
Hanley, M.E., and Welsh, C.H. Current Diagnosis & Treatment in Pulmonary Medicine,
http://www.accessmedicine.com/content nav.aspx?aID=575200 (April 2006)
2 Infarction is the death of tissue cells due to upstream obstruction of arterial blood supplies (Wikipedia,
2006).
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prolonged shear loading, a healthy pleural region must maintain a lubricating mechanism
to protect its mesothelial surfaces from frictional damage. Researchers have investigated
the mechanisms of pleural space lubrication, both in vivo and in vitro (Agostoni, 1986;
D'Angelo, 2004; Ganesan, 1995; Lai-Fook, 1998; Loring, 2005). Although a fair amount
of information regarding the pleural region has been understood, differences still persist
in the understanding of sliding/lubrication mechanism. At present, two opposing theories
dominate the discussion of pleural mechanics. Their fundamental distinction is based on
whether or not there exist contact points between the lung and chest wall (Lai-Fook,
2004). On the one hand, the existence of contact points implies a boundary-lubrication
regime, where loads are mostly supported through contact points. On the other hand, the
non-contact condition implies hydrodynamic lubrication, which supports normal load
through fluid pressure. The goal of this project is to determine the regimes of shear rate,
loading, and thickness under which one or the other mechanism dominates.
1.2. Lubrication Theory
The study of pleural mechanics has been focused in two directions: tribology and fluid
mechanics. In particular, we are interested in the friction and lubrication of the pleura.
Traditionally, lubrication is divided into the following three regimes: boundary, mixed,
and fully-developed hydrodynamic. The term, fully-developed (also called complete or
pure) hydrodynamic lubrication, was already well-recognized in the late 1800's through
experimental data and analytical results (Hamrock, 1981). It was found that with a thin
film (i.e. on the same order of thickness as surface roughness) separating the two
surfaces, the pressure developed between the opposite sliding surfaces enables normal
load to be transmitted with much lower shear stress than in the case of dry friction. In the
1920's, the theory of boundary lubrication was developed, which stated that even with
the presence of lubricant, if solids are not completely separated by the fluid film, the
normal load would be mostly carried by contact between asperities (Hamrock, 1981). In
this case, frictional behavior becomes similar to dry Coulomb friction, where shear stress
does not change with sliding velocity, and the properties of the bulk lubricant are of
minor importance.
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Boundary and pure hydrodynamic lubrication explain behavior at the extremes of low
and high velocity. Since the 1950's, research that focused on high fluid pressure region,
where elastic deformation of the solid becomes significant, has led to a new classification
called elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication (EHL). The main condition for characterizing as
EHL is the deformation of solid is needed to provide a coherent fluid film and prevents
contacts between the two surfaces. Further research also identified another regime called
mixed lubrication, which describes the transition from pure hydrodynamic to boundary
lubrication. The main distinction between mixed and elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication is
the existence of contact points. Since mixed lubrication regime is influenced by contact at
asperities as well as hydrodynamic lubrication, its frictional behavior consists of
characteristics from both regimes. Mixed lubrication becomes either boundary or
hydrodynamic lubrication as it moves towards velocity extremes.
Boundary
I Mixed
Elasto-
hydrodyiamic
Hydrodynamic
Velocity
Figure 1.1. The dependency of frictional force (F) and friction coefficient (p) on
sliding velocity. This plot is commonly known as the Stribeck curve. It shows the
three regimes of lubrication: boundary, mixed and hydrodynamic. Elasto-
hydrodynamic lubrication is usually considered to be within the range of mixed
lubrication (Hamrock, 1981).
The transition between different lubrication regimes has been characterized qualitatively
using coefficient of friction. Friction coefficient (p) is defined as the net shear force
(Fshear) divided by the net normal force (FN) on the solid. The usual figure for identifying
the types of lubrication regime is the Stribeck curve, which plots p or FShear versus the
sliding velocity as shown in Figure 1.1. As seen from the figure, boundary lubrication is
defined as the region where p and FSher are independent of sliding velocity. In the mixed
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lubrication region, p and FShear decrease with increasing velocity. The fully-developed
hydrodynamic lubrication regime shows p and FShear to increase with increasing velocity,
but with a more gradual slope.
Fluid Mechanics
In the presence of lubricant, the study of fluid mechanics is also an integral part of the
lubrication mechanism. Similar to frictional force behavior, the importance of fluid film
depends on the type of lubrication in the pleural space. Specific questions to be explored
are the dependency of fluid film thickness on the sliding velocity and direction, and the
mechanism for fluid circulation and redistribution. If the pleural space is mainly
supported by contact points, as in the case of boundary lubrication, the thickness of the
fluid will remain constant. On the other hand, with non-contact condition, the thickness
of the fluid will change with the applied normal load, which is supported by fluid
pressure generated through the sliding motion. In an adult human body, sliding velocity3
in the lower pleural region ranges from 0.3 cm/s at rest to 20 cm/s at rapid breathing. It is
important to know if the fluid pressure in pleural space is high enough to generate a
lifting force that separates the two surfaces under above sliding conditions.
1.3. Previous Investigations in Pleural Mechanics
Many studies have been done on measuring pleural pressure and pleural liquid thickness
in vivo (Agostoni, 1991; D'Angelo, 1972, 1973; Lai-Fook, 1985; Miseroocchi, 1991).
Although these measurements have yielded similar results from various groups, debates
remain over which type of lubrication regime dominates the pleural space. Previous
studies done by Agostoni et al. (1969) have found the pleural space thickness of various
mammals to be in the range of 5 ~ 27 tm using the light-microscopic imaging method.
Other research groups using techniques such as electron microscopy (Albertine, 1991)
and fluorescent imaging (Wang, P.M., 1997) to measure the thickness of pleural space
also found similar results. Although most results presented no clear image of contact
3 The sliding velocity was approximated as the distance of the lung travels from the end of exhalation to the
end of inhalation divided by the time. The bottom of the lung travels approximately 10cm in half of a
second with a fast breath. Thus, the maximum sliding velocity was estimated to cap around 20 cm/s.
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points between the two pleural surfaces, there was not sufficient evidence to rule out the
existence of contact points. For this reason, two opposing theories were formulated to
explain pleural space mechanics. The first was proposed by Agostoni (1991) who argued
that points of contact exist between two sliding surfaces through transparent structures
such as microvilli (see Figure 1.2). Covering about 3% of the mesothelial surfaces,
microvilli typically have lengths of 5-6 pm. In the regions of thin pleural fluid thickness
(<10 pm), the microvilli on opposite sides of the pleural space are likely to be in contact.
Furthermore, they used large difference between invasively measured fluid and surface
pressure of the lung to support the existence of contact points. Based on their argument,
points of contacts with high pressure are needed to reach force equilibrium in the pleural
region to compensate for areas of much lower fluid pressure. Escalating the level of
controversy, measurements on pleural fluid pressure using various methods (e.g. pleural
catheter, rib capsules, alveolar size, and esophageal balloon) showed inconsistent results
(reviewed by Agostoni 1991; Lai-Fook 2004). In spite of the controversy in
measurements, one major objection to Agostoni's conjecture was that the pressure
required at points of contact would be very high because contact area is a small portion of
the whole pleural surface. With a large normal load at these contact points, some argued
boundary lubrication theory is questionable especially with the delicate nature of
mesothelial tissue.
Figure 1.2. Scanning electron micrographs of mesothelial surface of the diaphragm.
Control surface (left) showed the existence of microvilli, the small white dots in the
center. After shear stress was applied to the surface (right), there was separation at
cell-cell junctions and disappearance of microvilli on the tissue.
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Opposing the contact point theory, Lai-Fook et al. (1998) believed a continuous layer of
fluid completely fills the pleural space. At regions where fluid is thin (i.e. neglecting
hydrostatic pressure), the elastic recoil pressure of the chest wall, transmitted through the
pleural fluid, is therefore equal and opposite in direction to the elastic recoil pressure of
the lung at steady state. Lai-Fook pointed out that difference in pressure gradient
measured by catheters at thin fluid regions was likely to be inaccurate. Since the 1mm-
diameter catheter was on average more than 50-times wider than the pleural liquid layer,
the insertion of the tube expands the pleural space and creates a larger volume. They
argued the large difference in pressure gradient was an artifact of the expanded pleural
space creating a greater hydrostatic pressure gradient. By using flat pleural balloons
(Hoppin, 1983), the measured fluid pressure gradient was significantly smaller and the
disparity between surface and fluid pressure gradient diminished. Another part of Lai-
Fook's hypothesis included the idea of fluid redistribution from thick to thin region
through pressure gradient. The redistribution of the fluid in the pleural space through
shear-induced pressure gradient creates a relatively uniform fluid layer and prevents the
occurrence of contact asperities (Butler et al, 1995). Thus far, the hydrodynamic theory
agrees with results from various in vivo images, where no clear contact point was found.
The physiology of pleural fluid exchange was also discussed in various publications
(Agoston, 1991; Lai-Fook, 2004; Zocchi, 2002). Since the amount of fluid contained in
the pleural region affects the lubrication mechanism between the sliding pleural surfaces,
a number of different proposals have been made to explain the regulation of fluid across
the pleura. Research in pleural fluid exchange is beyond the scope of this thesis; however,
several commonly discussed processes are presented below to give basic understanding
of pleural physiology. The main process for pleural fluid exchange is through fluid
absorption by the visceral pleura (pertaining to the lung) and filtration by the parietal
pleura (pertaining to the chest wall) (Wang, N.S., 1975). In steady state, this process is
called the Starling equilibrium 4 and takes into account the exchange of fluid between e.g.
4 Lawrie, A. Starling forces, http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/nursing/sonet/rlos/bioproc/starlings/3.html
(April 2006).
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capillaries and interstitium as a result of the pressure gradient along the capillaries and
the imbalance of osmotic pressure across boundaries. Another type of fluid exchange
(regional absorption and filtration) has been identified as lymphatic drainage through
stomata, which are microscopic pores. They are found on the parietal pleura, but not on
the visceral pleura. Studies using fluorescent tracers showed the absorption of fluid only
through the parietal pleura. This also confirmed the lack of stomata on visceral pleura.
The absorption rate matched the distribution of lymphatic stomata and was considered to
play a major role in fluid exchange. Although the mechanism for lymphatic drainage
remained elusive, it has been suggest that such drainage may be responsible for setting
the fluid pressure at physiological conditions (Leak, 1978). At the same time, arguments
were made against such suggestion because they believed the number of stomata is too
small to be significant in regulating fluid thickness and pressure (Lai-Fook, 2004).
In spite of large number of studies done on pleural pressure, the number of studies on
frictional behavior of pleural tissues has been limited. Earlier investigations on pleural
tissues by Brandi (1970) and D'Angelo (1975) reported a static friction coefficient of
lung sliding on pleural surface and on plexiglass to be 0.086 and 0.075, respectively. In
addition to experiments on static friction, Brandi (1972) also analyzed theoretically the
frictional energy dissipation required under dynamic conditions. The theoretical result
found the friction force to be proportion to the normal force with an exponent less than
one. In particular, his analysis was done with the assumption of a constant friction
coefficient with respect to sliding velocity. Experimental studies of friction with dynamic
sliding were investigated recently by D'Angelo et al. (2004) and Loring et al. (2005).
D'Angelo and others had looked at effects of lubricating fluid, normal load, sliding
velocity and frequency on shear force. Their findings of friction coefficient (average p ~
0.03) between chest wall and lung tissue showed no dependency on sliding velocity.
Also, D'Angelo reported the effect of sinusoidal sliding frequency to be insignificant,
increasing slightly only with high normal loads. Their results revealed a Coulomb type
friction behavior, where friction force is proportional to normal load but constant with
changing velocities. Importantly, however, the friction coefficient is much less than that
typical of dry Coulomb friction.
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Unlike the results discussed above, Loring et al. (2005) found t to vary with sliding
velocity, with the minimal g at speeds between 1 to 10 cm/s. The characteristics of both
mixed and pure hydrodynamic lubrication regions of the Stribeck curve were observed,
where p depends on velocity as in Figure 1.1. In spite of dissimilar behavior, the mean
coefficient of friction at most sliding speeds were somewhere between 0.03 and 0.1, only
slightly greater than those obtained by D'Angelo. There were several major differences in
experimental design that could contribute to the dissimilar results. One important
difference was the use of a reduced experimental setup by Loring's group in which they
replaced one mesothelial surface with a glass surface. The rationale for such preparation
was that the conditions of normal stress and velocity to cause lubrication in vivo are
similar to those in tissue-glass preparation. Using energy analysis, sliding tissue on glass
dissipated less energy by reaching a constant strain, and thus required equivalent or less
normal stress and velocity to cause lubrication. Another dissimilarity in results was likely
to come from the different sliding protocol. D'Angelo used sinusoidal sliding with
various frequencies; whereas Loring applied a step increases in velocity and waited for
steady state friction force. The differences in experimental design were meant to address
different aspects of mesothelial tissue sliding and should be compared with caution.
In addition to experimental studies, theoretical and computational analyses of pleural
mechanics were also investigated. Butler et al. (unpublished) examined theoretically the
shear and normal forces generated by two types of wedges sliding on a thin film of fluid.
The effect of elasticity on lubrication was of main interest in their analysis. Since the
elastic wedges deformed under shear stress, the hydrodynamic lubrication forces on the
tissue changed respectively. Gouldstone and others (2003) looked at the transient effects
of thin fluid film sliding against soft tissue using ADINA, a finite element analysis
software. The results from ADINA showed the tissue surface roughness diminishes with
increasing flow velocity. The smoothing of the surface roughness due to deformation
resulted from both shear stress and hydrodynamic pressure. More interestingly, the
smoothing of tissue surfaces was found to persist under reciprocating sliding with larger
amplitude (e.g. 1000 pm). Similarly, the tissue persisted in the deformed shape when
sliding frequency was higher than 0.5 Hz, and contact between surfaces was avoided.
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1.4. Research Objectives
In biological systems, each type of lubrication mechanism is associated with a specific
physiological condition. Each proposed condition can make a huge difference in the
understanding of how normal mesothelial tissue protects itself from frictional damages.
In order to determine which type of lubrication regime dominates the pleural space,
sliding friction force and fluid film thickness are used as the qualitative and quantitative
indicators. The measured friction force under various sliding velocities will be compared
with the Stribeck curve to identify a lubrication regime. Likewise, changes in fluid film
thickness at different sliding velocities reflect hydrodynamic effects on the tissue,
enabling us to infer possible lubrication regime under physiologically comparable
conditions.
To understand mechanisms involved in mesothelial tissue lubrication, we wanted to study
experimentally the frictional interaction between fluid and tissue during sliding motion.
In this thesis, the following topics were investigated:
1. The change in fluid thickness between sliding surfaces with a range of velocities
and at different locations of the tissue surface.
2. The shear force on the sliding tissue sample at various normal loads, sliding
velocities and direction of sliding.
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CHAPTER 2:
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
2.1. Hydrodynamic Lubrication
Surface roughness and asymmetry
From lubrication theory, the pressure exerted on a wedge-like material by a thin layer of
fluid with bottom surface sliding at a velocity, V, can generate a lifting force if the wedge
is asymmetric with a longer converging channel and a shorter diverging channel as
shown in Figure 2.1. Conversely, the same wedge experiences a downward pulling force
if the shearing direction is reversed from that shown in the figure below. The amount of
force acting on the tissue varies with the tissue roughness and asymmetry. The roughness
is characterized by the width and height of the tissue bump relative to the fluid channel
thickness. The larger the bump size compared to the fluid channel thickness, the larger
the fluid pressure difference across the flow channel. Similarly, the more asymmetric the
tissue bump is, the greater the net fluid pressure on the tissue.
Solid,
P=0 P=0
Fluid
h1 V h2 A P h|
C L1 > < L2 -
Figure 2.1. The schematic of a simple hydrodynamic lubrication model with
a rigid solid. The boundary conditions of the flow are as denoted in the
figure. The resulting shear and normal forces on the solid can be obtained
using Navier-Stokes' Equations.
To find the pressure distribution generated by the flow, we use Navier-Stokes' equations
to solve for the flow kinematics. By employing lubrication theory, the Navier-Stokes'
equations can be simplified (Batchelor, 1967). The following conditions are required for
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lubrication approximation:
ReL )<<-«I<< and
L L
dh
<<
dL
1 where ReL
If above conditions are satisfied, the Navier-Stokes' equations in steady state can be
reduced to the following,
0
0
ap
=-+
ax
ap
ay
pg I (1)
With boundary conditions as defined in Figure 2.1. (i.e. u(x,h(x)) = 0; u(x,0) = V ) and
ignoring the gravity term in the local analysis, where its effect is insignificant with thin
layer of fluid, the velocity profile u(x, y) and the flow per unit depth Q' can be found
using Equation 1:
Y + hx2
h(x)) 2pu
W Vh(x)
Jux(y)dy 2
0
dP[ y Iy
dxX h(x) h(x))_
hx_ dP)
12p dx
Similarly, by providing appropriate pressure boundary conditions at the flow inlet and
outlet (i.e. P(0)= 0; P(Li + L2 )= 0) and re-evaluating Equation 3, the flow rate can be
rewritten as
f dx1 h(x) 2Q' =-VH where H= (4)2 dx
f h(x)3
This result allows us to solve for the two opposite slopes independently and to combine
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pVL
p
u (y) = V
b
(2)
(3)
the answers from each problem together as the solution for the double-sided wedge. As
long as the boundary conditions (e.g. pressure and flow rate) at the joint are the same for
each side of the slopes, the results from the two slopes can be superimposed as one
wedge. By equating Equation 3 and 4, the equation for pressure difference along the flow
channel becomes
dP 6,uVI H
dx h(x) h(x)
Integrating both side of Equation 5, pressure distribution along the flow channel can be
found. Subsequently, the normal and tangential forces on the solid can be determined
through the following equations:
F,'= f(P-Patm)dx{u (6)
F,= JpJ dx
In the simplest case (as defined in Figure 2.1) where the solid material is rigid and both
sides of the slopes are linear, the normal and tangential forces acting on the solid are
, 6paVL~ 1 (k1 --1)] 6pVL ~ 1 (k2 -1)1F = 2 11_2 ln(k2)- +[ln(k2)- 1
h2 (k, (ki +1) h (k2 - (k2 +1)- (7)
F h' = V 1 4n(k,)- 6(k - p1 [4n(k2)_ 6(k2 -1)
h2 (k -1)) _(k + -11) (k2 +1)
where ki = h /h 2 and k 2 = h2 /h 3 .
The results of the normal and tangential forces with various ratios of L1 and L2 are plotted
below. From Figure 2.2, it can be seen when the ratio is one, there is no net force in
vertical direction. However, if L, is longer than L2 (i.e. L1/L2 > 1), then there is a net
positive (lifting) force. Conversely, when L2 is longer than L1, the net vertical force
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becomes negative. As discussed previously, under lubrication theory, longer converging
channel (LI) provides a positive lifting force which is believed to play an important role
in pleural region lubrication.
4.OE+05 Fnormal 500
> 2.OE+05 - - 0
300
E Fshear0.OE+00 -
200
E
5 -2.0tE+05 -
LE j -- 100 LL
-4.OE+05 I I 0
0.01 0.10 1.00 10.00 100.00
LI/L2
Figure 2.2. The plot of tangential and normal forces on the 2D wedge solid
with varying surface asymmetry. The ratio between L1 and L2 represents the
level as well as the direction of asymmetry, with ratio of one represents
symmetric wedge. Such ratio has a large effect on the normal force, but not
on the shear force.
However, the surface geometry of the tissue surface is not as simple as the straight line
wedge presented here. In fact, looking at the photograph of a mesothelial surface as the
one shown in Figure 2.3, one finds many bumps varying in size and radius of curvature.
To estimate the lubrication effect of these irregular bumps, some simplifications are
required. In theoretical or numerical analysis, a 2D model with rounded wedges can be
used as an approximation for tissue-like surface geometry. In addition to the more
complicated geometry, the elastic modulus of tissue should be taken into consideration.
The elastic modulus of pleural tissue is typically in the range of 50 to 200 Pa (Hajji,
1979; Gouldstone, 2003), which can be considered as a soft, easily deformable solid. The
low elasticity amplifies the importance of shear deformation on the tissue geometry.
However, the difficulty of obtaining a closed form analytical solutions for a coupled
elastic solid and fluid problem has turned many researchers to numerical, computational
solutions.
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Figure 2.3. An image of the mesothelial surface using Laser Scanning Confocal
Micrsocopy. The image reveals irregular bumps constituting the surface of the
tissue. Simplification of surface geometry is useful for theoretical and numerical
analyses.
2.2. Elasto-hydrodynamic Lubrication
Numerical Analysis
One method developed by Dowson and Hamrock (1981) to solve hydrodynamic problem
with elastic deformation is to subdivide the sliding area to small rectangles, assuming
uniform pressure within each of the rectangular areas. The elastic deformation of each
rectangular area is affected by pressure on various rectangular elements in and around the
sliding zone. The deformation of one rectangular area is the sum of all pressure blocks
times an influence factor that is determined by their relative locations from the rectangle
(see Appendix A. 1). They found the deformation is greatest in the thinnest region of fluid
film for both conforming and nonconforming surfaces.
The minimum fluid thickness (hmin) between two surfaces is the summation of the initial
fluid thickness and the pressure induced deformation as well as solid separation. After the
minimum fluid thickness is defined along with other variables such as density and
viscosity, they are substituted into the Reynolds equation in the form of dimensionless
variables (see Appendix A.2). Performing numerical analysis with the appropriate
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boundary and initial conditions, Dowson and Hamrock found the relations between the
dimensionless minimum film thickness, Hmin (= hmin / RX where R, is the effective radius
in x-direction), to the sliding velocity and normal load are:
Hmin Oc V0 68 oc W-00" for hard-EHL (e.g. metal) (8)
Hmin Oc V 0 6 5 Oc W-0 .21 for soft-EHL (e.g. rubber) (9)
According to Equation 8, normal load has very small effect on the minimum thickness for
solid with high elastic modulus as a result of relatively small negative exponent. When
the normal load is increased by a factor of 100, the minimum thickness only decreases by
0.73. In contrast, the sliding velocity has a much greater influence on the minimum
thickness. If the sliding velocity is increased by a factor of 100, Hmin approximately
increases by a factor of 23. Similarly for a lower elastic material, such as biological
tissue, sliding velocity has a considerable effect on the thickness of the film. In addition,
the normal load also has significant impact on the fluid thickness.
Theoretical Analysis of Elastic 2D Wedge Models
A study by Butler and Loring (unpublished) that related to lubrication conditions in the
pleural region examined analytically two particular types of elastic wedges, labeled as V
and Q blocks. The V block has the same shape as the simple wedge problem solved in the
previous section; and the Q block is a quadratic shape wedge. The solution of these two
blocks displays a Coulomb-like friction behavior in that there is a very sharp increase in
frictional force at low velocity and then inclined slowly at higher velocities. The friction
coefficient of the V block showed a discontinuity at zero velocity, and a similar infinite
slope for Q block approaching zero velocity. At higher velocities, p' increases gradually
with velocity and the two converge as velocity goes to infinity.
Using solutions developed by Butler for a 2D, single wedge model, characteristics of
several sliding scenarios can be described qualitatively. Depending on the direction of the
sliding, the initial shape of the tissue could either assist or hinder the generation of
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positive normal force. To illustrate this concept, three elastic wedges are drawn in Figure
2.4 with their initial and final shapes. The initial shape represents the steady state tissue
geometry before sliding motion, and the final shape represents the steady state tissue
geometry with a constant sliding velocity. The fluid can slide to the right or left. For
tissue that is symmetric when undeformed as in Figure 2.4a, sliding in either direction
would produce the similar shear deformation and hydrodynamic pressure profile in the
direction of flow. Although the tissue deforms to the opposite side when the flow
direction is reversed, the overall normal force is equivalent in both directions.
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Figure 2.4. An illustration of three initial and final shapes of tissue with fluid sliding
underneath. (a), (b) and (c) showed the change in shape with shear flow. (d), (e) and
(f) plot the resulting normal force on the tissue with opposing sliding directions.
By contrast, if the undeformed tissue is skewed to one side as shown in Figure 2.4b and
2.4c, the tissue deformation would be dissimilar when the sliding switches direction.
Specifically, when the tissue shape is slightly skewed to the left as sketched in Figure
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2.4b and the sliding direction of the fluid layer is to the right (as represented by the brown
arrow), the tissue experiences a negative normal force until the viscous shear stress has
changed the asymmetry of the tissue shape to the other side. Once the asymmetry is
shifted to the opposite side, then a positive normal force becomes possible. On the other
hand, if the sliding is to the left (as represented by the orange arrow), the asymmetric
tissue starts with and remains in a pro-lifting geometry. This geometry allows a
continuous positive normal force with fluid flow. In the case where the initial shape of
tissue geometry is highly skewed towards one side as in Figure 2.4c, the hydrodynamic
pressure induced normal force can be completely opposite in two flow directions. For
instance, if the sliding is in the direction of anti-lifting (shown by the orange arrow) and
the deformation of the tissue geometry is not large enough to change the asymmetry, the
normal force on the tissue remains negative as illustrated in Figure 2.4f.
Membrane Tension and Stiffness
The amount of tissue deformation depends heavily on its elastic properties, especially its
stiffness. The stiffness of tissue changes with membrane tension. The tissue is typically
under tension in vivo, before the excision for the experiments. When excised, however,
the tissue relaxes and its surface roughness and membrane thickness become more
uneven and irregular. In order to maintain relatively even membrane thickness and
tension to more closely approximate in vivo conditions, tissue sample needs to be slightly
stretched. Indentation tests were performed to examine the effect of tension on tissue
stiffness. Tests done on pleural tissue showed only small variation in stiffness at different
locations of the pleural space as shown in Figure 2.5 (Gouldstone, 2003). In addition,
their stiffness data were within the range of those from indentation tests done on inflated
lung (between 4 tol6 cmH 2O) by Hajji (1979). The data can be used to approximate the
variation in tissue stiffness with muscle expansion as seen by the inflated lung.
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Figure 2.5. Membrane tension measurements taken at various locations of
lung, intercostals space and rib cage via indentation tests.
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CHAPTER 3:
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP & PROCEDURE
3.1. Mesothelial Tissue Preparation
The studies were done with tissue samples taken from rats. The rats were male, typically
weighing 400-500 g. Limited by the size of the rat, abdominal wall tissues were used in
place of pleural tissue. The abdominal tissue is also covered with mesothelial cells lined
with microvilli and has mechanical properties similar to those of pleural tissue. To reduce
the formation of fibrin on the tissue surface and in the fluid, heparin was injected
approximately 5 min before the rat was anesthetized (sodium pentobartbital, >
200mg/kg). As soon as the heartbeat ceased, the skin and subcutaneous tissue covering
the abdomen were removed. Following the removal of the outer layers, the abdominal
wall tissue was carefully excised while keeping it moist with saline constantly. The use of
saline as the lubricant was to preserve the osmotic balance between the fluid and tissue.
During the surgery and subsequent procedure, the tissue piece was handled with care to
avoid any damage to the delicate mesothelial surface. Each tissue sample was used for
two hours post mortem.
3.2. Optical Hydrodynamic Experiment
The goal of this experiment was to observe the behavior of the fluid layer in between the
tissue and glass during motion. The fluid thickness was surveyed using a microscope and
recorded by a digital camera. The apparatus that sat on top of the microscope consisted of
a rotating cylinder with a glass plate on the bottom (- 8 cm in diameter), a vertical
positioner, and an inverted shallow metal cup (3.7 cm in diameter) with a tube on the top
connecting to an air pressure source (see Figure 3.1). The excised tissue was slightly
stretched over the metal cup with the mesothelial surface facing outward. It was secured
to the rim of the cup by glue and string. The space within the metal cup and the tissue
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was an air chamber in which pressure could be varied. After the tissue was mounted to
the metal cup, the cup was connected to the vertical positioner above the center of the
rotating glass plate. The vertical location of the tissue relative to the glass plate can be
adjusted.
Vertical position Pressure Transducer
-Pressure Source
Toothed
Pulley on
nner Bearing
Saline Glass
Inverted Epifluorescence
Video Microscope
Figure 3.1. A schematic of the optical hydrodynamic experimental setup. The
bearing with glass bottom was rotated and controlled by a stepper motor.
Fluorescent beads on the glass and tissue surfaces were observed using microscope.
The tissue fixed on the metal cup was placed in a saline solution containing fluorescent
beads for ten min. The immersion allowed the beads to attach to the tissue surface. The
beads were latex, surfactant-free with a diameter of 1.9-pm. During the immersion, the
fluid was stirred to assist the attachment of beads. Using a similar method, the beads were
also attached to the glass surface. The fluorescent beads were used to mark the location of
the surfaces. Under the microscope, each bead emitted a dot of light. When the beads
were out of focus, the dot expanded to a ring, whose size was correlated with its distance
away from the focal plane. The linear correlation between the vertical distance and the
ring radius ensured a simple calibration. Applying the appropriate calibration (described
in the end of this section), fluid thickness between the glass and tissue can be obtained
indirectly from the difference in ring size between the beads on the glass and tissue.
The metal cup remained fixed during the experiment; however, the cylinder with the
glass bottom rotated about its central axis by the use of a stepper motor. The stepper
motor was programmed with different velocity protocols as listed in Table 3.1. Each
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velocity protocol was designed to probe the effects of one or more parameters of interest.
The rotational rate (o) was set between 0 to 1 rev/sec. The circumferential velocity varied
from zero in the center to maximum of 9.42 cm/s at the radius of 1.5 cm. Since normal
breathing induces sliding between pleura to about 10 cm/s, rotational rate of 1 rev/s was
sufficient to encompass the majority of physiological sliding conditions.
During each test, pressure was applied to the tissue through the air chamber inside the
cup. The main purpose for pressurizing the tissue was to create an even stress distribution
on the tissue. The relaxed state of tissue was irregular in thickness, which can create
uneven stress distribution when the fluid layer was very thin. A distributed pressure can
slightly stretch out the tissue sample and lessened the irregularity in tissue thickness.
Since pleural tissue in vivo is always in tension, the slightly stretched preparation was a
closer simulation of the physiologic condition. A chamber pressure of 2 cmH20 (- 200
Pa) was used for this setup, which is on the high limit of the estimated pressure difference
across the pleura (Loring, 2005). The choice of pressure was to ensure a convex shape of
the attached tissue sample when submerged into the saline solution. The advantage of the
convex shape was to prevent any air bubble trapping in between tissue and fluid as the
tissue was lowered into the fluid. Preliminary tests with different air pressure did not
show significant variation in results.
Velocity Beginning at time [sec]
Protocol Rotation rate [rev/sec]
VP 1 0 30 60 90 120 150 180
0 0.01 0.1 1 0.1 0.01 0
VP 2 0 50 100 150 200 250 300
0 0.03 0.1 0.3 0.6 1 0
VP 3 0 50 120 190 290
0 0.3 0.6 1 0
VP 4 0 70 170
0 1 0
Table 3.1. The velocity protocol used for the optical hydrodynamic experiments. The
maximum rotation rate was 1 rev/s, approximately equivalent to a sliding velocity of
10 cm/s at 1.5 cm away from center.
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To start the experiment, the cylinder was filled with saline and the tissue was lowered
into the fluid with the center aligned with the center of the rotating glass plate. After the
tissue was adjusted to the desired height, excess fluid was taken out of the cylinder. The
desired tissue height for each experiment varied based on the variable in question. When
metal cup height was the dependent variable, the tissue was first set to the highest
position where the ring size of the beads was still well defined. Incrementally, the tissue
was lowered towards the glass bottom until the rim of the tissue was a few tenth of a
millimeter above the glass. For all other tests, the tissue was brought very close to the
glass. Since the thickness of each tissue varied, the required vertical adjustment changed
with sample. To avoid pressing the rim of the tissue tightly against the glass, we observed
the fluid thickness at the center while pressure inside the chamber was turned on and off.
If there was no apparent delay between the changes in pressure and fluid thickness, it
suggested that there was sufficient clearance between the edges of the tissue and glass for
fluid to flow through in response to pressure change.
The fluid height at the periphery was maintained at 3 mm so that hydrostatic pressure was
the same at each test. The choice of 3 mm was the minimum level of fluid height required
to prevent the formation of meniscus on the tissue periphery. Each test began with
turning on the pressure for 30 to 50 seconds before the start of rotation. This allowed the
tissue to reach an initial steady state shape. The digital camera started taking images at
the same time as the pressure was turned on. The images were taken every one or two
seconds depending on the length of the tests. At the end of the velocity protocols, the
glass and fluid stopped their rotations; but the camera continued to take images for
another 50 seconds. The parameters tested were: tissue/metal cup height, velocity,
rotational direction, and locations on the tissue. The experimental matrix was as shown in
Table 3.2.
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Experiment Matrix: Output: fluid thickness [pm]
Parameters: Range:
Tissue/metal Small increments from Low (Ho) to High (HO + 1.5 ~ 2.5
cup height mm). Resolution: 0.1 mm
Velocity See velocity protocols in Table 3.1.
Rotational Clockwise (cw) and counter-clockwise (ccw)
direction
Location on Random locations within a 7 mm radius. Resolution: 1 mm
the tissue
Table 3.2. Experiment matrix for the optical hydrodynamic tests. The parameters of
interest were tissue height, rotation rate, sliding direction and location on the tissue.
3.3. Image Analysis Procedure
After the completion of experiments, the images were analyzed. The first step in the
analysis was to identify all the rings in the images and their sizes in pixel. These images
were 16-bit data in TIFF format (see Figure 3.2a). Using an imaging processing code,
programmed in MATLAB, the ring sizes were calculated and recorded. The outputs of
the code included a series of filtered images in JPG format (as shown in Figure 3.2b),
which corresponded to their respective TIFF images, and a data file that included
information of the size and location of each ring in the images. When a ring was either
unclear or too large, on which showed multiple concentric rings, it could not be read
correctly by the program. This problem was resolved at the next step with the second
MATLAB code, which was programmed to track the size and location of each ring over
the length of an experiment. While running the second code, the user can track the ring
over the series of images by selecting it on the screen. If the ring was not read by the first
MATLAB code, its size can be determined by a three-point method using the second
code. The three-point method allowed the user to manually select three points on the ring
and to calculate the radius of the ring in pixel. After finding the ring size of beads on the
tissue and glass, the change in fluid thickness at a location on tissue can be determined by
subtracting the two and applying calibration data.
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Figure 3.2. (a) Original image file in TIFF format taken using a digital camera on
the microscope. (b) Matlab analyzed JPG image file with fluorescent bead ring size
in pixel marked on each ring. (c) The plot of the ring size of one bead through the
duration of the test calibrated to the fluid thickness at its location.
The calibration between bead distance from the focal plane and its ring size was
accomplished in the following way. The microscope used for the experiments had a
manually adjustable objective with a digital readout. Using fluorescent beads placed on a
glass surface, we first focused on the beads and recorded the corresponding objective
height. Next, moving the objective away from the beads in increment of 5 pm, images of
the beads at each vertical position were recorded. The images were analyzed to find the
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respective ring size of the beads. Plotting the bead ring size with the objective distance,
the calibration data was found as shown below in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3. The calibration chart for the fluorescent bead ring size in
pixel to its distance away from focal plane.
This calibration data was taken assuming the light passing through air. However, the
images of fluorescent beads emitted from the tissue surfaces required the light to pass
through a layer of fluid. Therefore, the index of diffraction of the fluid should be
considered in the calibration data. The index of diffraction of saline is similar to that of
water, which has a value of 1.33. By multiplying the index of diffraction to the
calibration in air, the above fitted equation was adjusted for light passing through saline.
The thickness of the fluid layer was calculated as the difference between the bead ring
size on the tissue and glass. The reduced equation became hfluid = 3.50 *(d-tissujdgi .S),
where d is the bead ring size in pixel.
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3.4. Tribological Experiment
The goal of this experiment was to observe the friction force at different sliding velocities
and normal loads. The friction force was measured using a linear tribometer, which
consisted of a large rotating glass plate and a force transducer. The motor used to rotate
the glass plate was controlled by a computer and its speed recorded using Windaq5 . The
apparatus also consisted of a rotational encoder and a toner arm where the tissue sample
was mounted. Similar to preparation for the optical hydrodynamic experiments, the
excised tissue was carefully attached to the inverted metal cup creating an air chamber to
permit adjustable pressure.
The first step after mounting the tissue/metal cup unit to the toner arm was to balance its
weight. This step ensured no unaccounted load was added onto the tissue except the
systematically applied load. Once the toner arm was balanced, the tissue was moved to a
very thin saline bath (< 3mm thick) on top of the rotating glass. A force transducer was
connected to the tissue sample through a thin metal wire and measured the shear force on
the tissue during sliding. Air pressure was supplied into the chamber between the metal
cup and tissue. To simulate comparable tissue condition, pressures of 1 and 2 cmH20
were both used.
The independent variables here were sliding velocity and applied normal load. Sliding
velocity protocol was programmed through the motor's controller interface6 and loads
were changed using different weights. For each experiment, a desired normal load was
securely positioned at the tip of the toner arm, right above the center of the tissue. Two
types of velocity protocols were designed for the tribological experiment. The first
protocol had a 30-second period of no motion before starting of each velocity. During the
30-sec static period, the tissue sample was lifted up from the saline bath and then released
back onto the fluid layer. This process allowed the tissue to always start at the same
position with no residual shear stress from previous sliding condition. The duration of
' A data acquisition software
6 Motion Controller Programming Interface, v.4.41, by Superior Electric
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each sliding velocity was set to 60-second for speeds higher than 1 cm/s, where the
friction force was shown (through preliminary tests) to reach steady state within the given
time frame. For speeds lower than 1 cm/s, especially below 0.1 cm/s, the friction force
may taken 5 to 10 minutes to slowly reach steady state. Given the time constraint on the
excised tissue, the low velocity sliding was each given a three-minute interval. The lack
of sufficient time at the low velocities is a potential source of error in interpreting these
results as steady state.
The second type of protocol was similar to the first protocol, with the exception of
omitting the 30-sec of no motion. The underlying rationale was that, if the friction force
could reach steady state within the given time interval, the initial condition would not
affect the results. As discussed previously, steady state conditions were always satisfied
at higher speeds (> 1 cm/s); therefore, a velocity protocol excluding procedure to return
to initial condition was still valid. In addition, this protocol allowed slow speeds to get
closer to steady state values within the same time limit. Since friction force increased
with declining speeds as shown in preliminary tests, progressively reducing speed
allowed low velocity sliding to start with a shear force closer to the steady state value.
The tribological experimental matrix and velocity protocols were designed to examine
the effects of normal load, sliding velocity and direction:
Experiment Matrix: Output: shear force [gram-force]
Parameters: Range:
Sliding See velocity protocols in Table 3.4.
velocity
Direction Clockwise (cw) and counter-clockwise (ccw)
Applied load 2-, 5-, and 10- gram of weight.
(weight)
Table 3.3. Experiment matrix for the tribological experimental setup. The
parameters of interests were sliding velocity, sliding direction, and applied
normal load.
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Velocity Protocol Time interval [sec]
Sliding speed [cm/sec]
VP 1: 60 60 60 120 120 180 180
30-sec of no motion
between each speed 20 6 2 0.6 0.2 0.06 0.02
VP 2: 60 60 60 120 120 180 180 60
20 6 2 0.6 0.2 0.06 0.02 0.01
VP 3: 180 180 120 120 60 60 60
Continued from VP2 0.02 0.06 0.2 0.6 2 6 20
Table 3.4. Velocity protocols
decreased in steps from high
from low speed to high speed.
(VPs) used in the tribological
speed to low speed, except for
experiments. All VPs
VP3, which increased
3.5. Data Processing
The results recorded in Windaq required post-analysis. An example of raw data from
Windaq is shown below in Figure 3.4. Friction force data at each speed was determined
as the average value of the last five seconds of each velocity. If a steady state was not
achieved, the last five seconds of data were averaged but marked as a non-steady state
result. The actual friction force (Fsher) was defined as the difference between steady state
and baseline (normally zero) values. Friction coefficient was evaluated as Fshear divided
by the applied normal load.
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Figure 3.4. The measured shear force data of the sliding tissue with VP2 and
a load of 2g. At high velocities, steady states were achieved and recorded as
the average of the last five seconds of data. For low velocities, the data from
the last five seconds were also averaged, but recorded as non-steady state.
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CHAPTER 4:
RESULTS
4.1. Optical Hydrodynamic Experiment
4.1.1. Height Variation
Static -
Beginning with high metal cup position, the fluid between the tissue and glass started out
thick (> 1 00pm). As the cup slowly moved down towards the glass, the fluid became
thinner and thinner until the bead on the tissue and on the glass appeared to have same
ring size, which correlated with distance from the lens. At this height, however, the metal
cup had yet to reach its lowest position. The metal cup continued to descend until the rim
of the tissue was in contact with the glass, when the tissue had reached its minimum
vertical position. Interestingly, the ring size of beads at the center of the tissue either
stayed unchanged or even increased slightly at the lowest height. The ring size at various
heights represented the overall shape of the tissue bump which flattened out as it moved
closer to the glass. A schematic of the tissue shapes at the three positions are shown in
Figure 4.1. We will refer to the metal cup heights in (a), (b) and (c) as high, medium and
low, respectively. The increase in ring size from medium to low position can be
explained by a change in surface geometry as bumps being deformed and pushed upward.
With rotation -
At high metal cup height, the fluid started very thick and did not change much at low
rotation rates (e.g. 0.03 and 0.1 rev/sec). At higher rotation rates (e.g. 0.6 and 1 rev/s), the
fluid thickness decreased slightly by about 20 ~ 50 pm from the initial thickness. The
magnitude varies between samples, but was consistent within a sample. At medium cup
height, the fluid thickness began thin and often remained thin with rotation. Sometimes a
small increase in fluid thickness was observed at high rotation rates. By contrast, large
increases in fluid thickness were frequently observed at low metal cup height. The
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thickness typically increased with velocity to between 2- to 8-fold of the initial thickness.
In some experiments, the fluid thickness was also found to decrease or remain constant
with increasing rotation rate.
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Figure 4.1. A schematic of predicted metal rates varying from 0 to 1 rev/s. The number
cup positions and subsequent tissue shapes: next to the lines indicated the respective(a) high, (b) medium, and (c) low, metal cup height (mm); the more negative
of the number, the closer to the glass.
The different fluid behavior at low, medium and high metal cup height can be explained
by the equilibrium shape at each rotation rate as well as the initial fluid thickness at each
metal cup height. It was found that at high metal cup height, the initial fluid thickness
decreased at higher rotation rates independent of the rotation direction. The consistency
of downward motion at the center of the tissue independent of the rotational direction and
tissue sample suggested the force was not a result of tissue surface properties or
geometry. In fact, the surface asymmetry and roughness were on the order of tenth to
hundredth of millimeter, which would look smooth and flat when the fluid thickness was
on the order of several millimeters. In addition, the thick layer of fluid violated
lubrication theory approximations, which requires the length of fluid channel to be much
larger than the channel thickness. On the other hand, this thinning behavior can be
attributed to the inertial effect resulting from rotation of a thick fluid column (Appendix
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B. 1). The tissue was pulled downward by the pressure gradient generated by rotation,
which was estimated to be 0.2 cmH20 at 1 rev/s. The decreases in fluid height were on
the order of 50 to 100-ptm with high rotation rate at high metal cup height. They were less
than the estimated values in Appendix B. 1 by about half to three quarters. The smaller
experimental results were probably contributed by initial tissue positions, which were
typically at 150 - 250 pm above the rotating glass. Since the original fluid thickness at the
center was already thin, the generated pressure gradient was much less than the
estimation, which assumed an initial fluid thickness of 900 pm.
When the metal cup height was lowered to the medium position, the center of the tissue
was nearly touching the glass. The effect of tissue deformation due to parabolic fluid
surface profile had to be minimal because the tissue sample was already close to the glass
before rotation. The other possible source for fluid thickening or thinning came from
hydrodynamic lubrication. Data showed at medium height, the fluid thickness varied only
slightly with rotation, ranging from no change to a maximum thickening of 30-ptm at high
rotation rate. According to the hypothesized tissue shape shown in Figure 4.1b, fluid
thickness diminished progressively towards the center. Although the thinner fluid layer at
the center produced higher hydrodynamic pressure, the sliding velocity also diminished
towards the center. With low velocity at the center, the overall fluid pressure on the
whole tissue was not large enough to cause any significant change in thickness. By
contrast, drastic changes in fluid thickness were often observed at low metal cup height.
At this height, the whole tissue surface was brought very close to the glass and the fluid
layer was thin everywhere. Because of this thin layer of fluid, the asymmetry and
roughness of the tissue surface became important in generating pressure gradient as
discussed in section 2.1. Therefore, the effect of thin film lubrication was much greater
than that at medium height.
4.1.2. Rotational Direction
Experiments were done both in the clockwise and counterclockwise rotation. The results
showed fluid thickness to be influenced by rotational direction. In some tests, the effects
were small; both directions showed similar behavior of thickening at high rotation rates,
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with small or no variation in magnitude. On the other hand, other tests showed
completely different behavior with rotational direction. For instance, while one direction
showed an increase in fluid thickness, the opposite direction remained unchanged or
decreased in thickness. In Figure 4.3a and b, the behaviors in both directions were
consistent at all heights. In Figure 4.3c, however, the fluid thickness profile at low metal
cup height was completely different between clockwise and counterclockwise direction.
The only exception to any dissimilar behavior was at high metal cup height, where a
small reduction in thickness was always observed.
Data showed that approximately half of experiments (9 out of 18 data sets) had similar
fluid behavior in both rotational directions. As discussed in the simple 2D wedge models,
hydrodynamic induced normal forces are the same if the initial tissue geometry is
symmetric about the tip of the wedge. This implies the original tissue surfaces of half of
the samples were likely to be symmetric and homogeneous about the rotational axis.
However, for the other half of the samples, different behavior in fluid thickness was
observed. As shown in the 2D models (see section 2.1, Figure 2.4), the initial tissue
geometry must be asymmetric in both sliding directions in order to have dissimilar
behavior in fluid interaction with the tissue surface. In other words, the unevenness of the
tissue surface was irregular so that the tissue experienced different hydrodynamic
pressure distribution induced by the two opposite rotational directions.
The difference in fluid response to rotational flow suggested an intrinsic surface
unevenness and orientation specific to the tissue sample. For a tissue sample with no or
slight asymmetry, fluid behaviors should be similar in clockwise and counterclockwise
directions at equal height as seen in Figure 4.3a and b. In results where the disparity
between fluid thicknesses was much larger like the ones shown in Figure 4.3c at height of
-18.4, and in Figure 4.4d and f, the initial asymmetry of the surface also had to be greater.
In fact, direct visual observation of the tissue surface immediately after excision found
some parts of tissue samples to have small ridges in one or more directions visible by
eyes. These visible ridges (on the order of a millimeter) were not uniformly distributed
and would certainly contribute to lubrication effect as well as flow pattern.
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Figure 4.3. Fluid thickness data measured at different metal cup heights and
rotation rates. At low metal cup heights, (a) and (b) had similar behavior in both
clockwise and counterclockwise direction; whereas (c) showed different behavior
with changing rotational direction. At high metal cup height, all tests showed a
small decrease in fluid thickness and similar behavior in two rotational directions.
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4.1.3. Location
The use of a microscope to observe small scale fluid thickness limited the scope of
surface area being observed. In order to have a more complete picture of fluid behavior
across the whole surface, arbitrarily selected locations on the tissue sample were
surveyed. All experiments were tested with the same velocity protocol and each set
included one location at the center marked as pink in Figure 4.4. Most experiments
showed similar behavior at different locations on the tissue, with slight variation in
magnitude at some locations. Three out of the eleven experiments showed discrepancies
in behavior at various locations. Figure 4.4 presents all the results with each plot
separated by tissue sample. Each color of line on each graph represents one location on
the tissue. As seen from Figure 4.4a through k, fluid thickness strongly exhibited
directionality; tests from the same direction were almost always the same for a specific
tissue sample. These results corresponded to the results from metal cup height tests,
where behaviors in one rotational direction were usually similar. A total of 13 tissue
samples were tested, with two discarded for technical reasons. From the remaining eleven
experiments, 61% showed an increase in fluid thickness with fluid motion, 11% showed a
decrease, and 28% had very little or no change. The largest increases in thickness were
observed in both clockwise and counterclockwise directions with no particular order or
preference.
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were tested. The metal cup height was kept constant in each experiment.
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As discussed, the majority of data showed similar behavior in magnitude at all locations
within a sample. Since the inherent difference in tissue geometry and properties were also
likely to contribute to the change in fluid thickness, it is important to distinguish the
effects from factors such as tissue sample, sliding velocity and direction. Using JMP
statistical software to perform one-way ANOVA, the significances of tissue sample,
location and rotation rate to change in fluid thickness were determined. Both sample and
location were coded as categorical/nominal variables while rotation rate was coded as an
ordinal variable. The measured fluid thickness was evaluated as a continuous variable.
The results showed the variations in fluid thickness due to difference in sample and speed
were significant (p < 0.0001), whereas thickness variation associated with tissue location
were not (p = 0.96). Therefore, the change of fluid thickness was highly dependent on
tissue sample and rotation rate, but independent of location on the tissue.
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4.2. Tribological Experiment
The independent variables in the tribological experiments were velocity, load and
pressure; the dependent variable was friction force. Shown in Figure 4.5 are the results of
an experiment performed with velocity protocol 1 (see Table 3.4). Different normal loads
and rotational directions were also tested in this experiment. As observed from Figure
4.5a, the shear force decreased with increasing velocity until it reached a minimum value,
which could be different at each test. Interestingly, this minimum value was consistently
found at sliding speed of 2 to 6 cm/s, slightly variable between tissue samples. An
important feature of all shear force curves was the slight increase after the sliding speed
exceeded 6 cm/s.
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Figure 4.5. Shear force measurements from the tribological experiment. (a) Shear
force versus sliding speeds with different normal load. (b) the normalized friction
force, friction coefficient (p), versus sliding speeds.
Further inspection of Figure 4.5, the frictional behavior of the sliding tissue was found
similar in clockwise and counter-clockwise direction (as represented by the dark blue and
pink lines, respectively). At loads higher than 2g and speeds lower than 0.06 cm/s,
however, the noise in the raw data (shown in Figure 4.6) was amplified and the steady
state shear forces were not achieved within the time of observation. Consequently, even
though the results of 2g were almost identical, small divergences were observed at low
speed with high normal load, where steady state values were not yet reached.
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Figure 4.6. An example of raw shear force data at very low sliding velocities.
The noise in the data was usually much greater at low sliding velocities.
Variation in normal loads had a significant effect on the shear force. From observation of
Figure 4.5a, shear force became greater with higher normal loads (i.e. 5 and 10g).
Although the absolute value of friction force increased with heavier load, there still
persisted a similarity in the general shape of the force curves. In fact, if the friction force
was normalized by applied normal load, equivalent to friction coefficient (g), all data
collapsed closely together as seen in Figure 4.5b. Plotting the friction coefficients in log-
log axes, p exhibited an almost linear downward slope line where the minimum was at
about 6 cm/s. Friction coefficient changed to an upward slope after velocity continued to
increase beyond 6 cm/s.
Experiments using the combined velocity protocols, VP2 and VP3, had two main
objectives. The first objective was to determine if the sliding friction was reversible as we
would expect for steady state values. The second objective was to narrow the range of
uncertainty in friction force data if they did not reach steady state within the time
constraint set by the protocol. The results from one particular experiment with VP2 and
VP3 are shown in Figure 4.7. Each normal load with a specific rotational direction was
one continuous velocity protocol from high to low to high sliding speeds. To differentiate
between increasing and decreasing velocity, the data points on the same line were plotted
in two different shapes or colors. As discussed earlier, speeds greater than 0.2 cm/s were
all steady state data and were verified by the overlapping of data points. On the other
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hand, for velocities less than 0.2 cm/s, there were hysteresis-like loops, where the shear
force data of dissimilar velocity history did not coincide.
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Figure 4.7. An example of shear force data with VP3. The sliding speed decreased
from 20 cm/s to 0.01 cm/s, and then increased from 0.01 cm/s back to 20 cm/s.
Although the steady state shear force was not obtained, the reversed velocity path helped
narrowing down the range of actual friction force. For instance, for the case of L=2 in
Figure 4.7, the steady state friction force at speed of 0.06 cm/s should lie in between
point 1 and 2. As a result, instead of predicting the shear force as simply larger than 2
gram-force, it was estimated to be in the range of 2.0 to 2.6 gram-force. Using similar
method, all non-steady state data points were adjusted and re-plotted as shown below in
Figure 4.8. Although this interpolative method was not able to give an accurate value of
the shear force at low sliding velocities, it was still useful in improving the quantitative
approximation.
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Figure 4.8. The smoothed shear force curves using average of two data points at
each speed (one from increasing VP, and the other from decreasing VP).
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Plotting results of different tissue samples, Figure 4.9 demonstrated the variation from
sample to sample and the effect of different chamber pressure applied to the tissue. In
Figure 4.9, each tissue sample (corresponding to a particular experiment date) was
denoted with a different color. Visual inspection of the figure showed that variation in
friction coefficient was greatly affected by the tissue sample. It was evident to see curves
of same color lie closer to each other. Although the friction curves were spreading over a
wider range at lower velocities, all curves had a similar shape. It should be noted that the
behavior of friction coefficient curves were more consistent at higher sliding velocities.
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Figure 4.9. A log-log plot of friction coefficient versus sliding speeds. The different
tissue samples were separated by colors. Two of the experiment dates have variation
in chamber pressure. All other experiments had the same applied chamber pressure
on each tissue sample.
The most frequently applied pressures were 1 and 2 cmH20. Approximately 88% of the
results with pressure of 1 or 2 cmH20 had the consistent increase in friction force at high
velocity. However, at very high pressure (4.5 cmH2O), the friction coefficient curves fell
into the 12% group where there were no increase of p even at the highest speed tested
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(i.e. 20 cm/s). Interestingly, all of the no-increase curves were of higher pressure for the
particular tissue sample, except the 0.4 cmH20 on March 29. Generally, the downward
ramp of friction force with increasing velocity was observed, except at low normal loads
of two tissue samples, March 15 and March 27. These two tissue samples with small
normal load (2g) showed a close to zero shear force at speeds lower than 2 cm/s.
In summary, results of measured shear force during sliding and the corresponding friction
coefficient against sliding velocity showed a consistent behavior of a downward slope
with increasing sliding velocity until reaching a minimum friction coefficient when the
sign of the slope changed to positive. The minimum friction coefficient was in the range
of 0.03 to 0.2, varying between tissue samples. The shape of most friction curves were
similar to the mixed/elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication regime illustrated by Stribeck curve
(Figure 1.1). It was found that frictional force and coefficient were sensitive to sliding
velocity and tissue sample. Although the applied normal force had an important influence
on shear force, it did not have strong influence on friction coefficient.
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CHAPTER 5:
DISCUSSION
The test of metal cup height to fluid thickness behavior was helpful for the understanding
of our experimental setup in two ways. First, the results verified our hypothetical surface
shapes with the theoretical approximation. Second, it confirmed our prediction in that
hydrodynamic pressure developed under comparable physiological condition was large
enough to separate two surfaces. These were similar to results from model experiments
by Gouldstone (2003) and Lai (2002), where they demonstrated pleural surfaces sliding
under normal physiological conditions would produce surface smoothing and increase
minimum fluid channel thickness. From our results, it was clear that given the fluid/tissue
properties and flow condition in the pleural space, pure hydrodynamic lubrication is
possible. Although we found hydrodynamic lubrication is probable in pleural space, it
remains to be determined if it is the dominant mechanism in pleural space lubrication.
The variation in fluid thickness with sliding velocities suggested hydrodynamic
lubrication plays an important role in pleural mechanics. The other important observation
from the experiments was the effect of rotational direction on the fluid thickness. As seen
from the data, clockwise and counterclockwise rotations can exhibit the same behavior in
some tissue specimens, but show completely opposite behavior in others. These results
pointed back to hydrodynamic lubrication theory, where direction of fluid flow is crucial
in determining the magnitude of normal and shear forces. Relating back to the pleural
space, these results suggested the pleural surface could possess a particular geometry that
preferred hydrodynamic lifting in one direction compared to the other. Physiologically, in
regions of pleural space where channels of fluid flow are more uniform in speed and
direction, the intrinsic surface geometry possibly favors a particular flow direction or
pattern. Visible bumps and ridges on the tissue samples were evidences of existing
surface unevenness promoting lubrication in certain directions.
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There were two types of change in fluid thickness present in the experiments; one that
resulted from shear deformation of the tissue with fluid translocation over short distance
comparable to the distance between asperities, and the other from hydrodynamic pressure
gradients with fluid translocation over longer distance to lift the entire tissue surface. The
changes due to shear deformation of the tissue occurred almost immediately with sliding
and are generally limited by the elasticity of the material. This type of thickness variation
has been described as smoothing of the tissue (Gouldstone, 2003), where the unevenness
of the surface diminished. On the other hand, changes due to hydrodynamic pressure
gradient that lift a large part of the tissue surface usually required a longer time to reach
steady state. The fluid transport from one region to the other due to pressure gradients
involved moving a larger volume of fluid through narrow channels. The transport of bulk
volume of fluid depended on factors such as flow channel size and sliding speed which
determined the time for fluid film to reach an equilibrium state. As observed from the
data, the time constant to steady state fluid thickness at a rotation rate of 1 rev/sec can be
anywhere from 10 to 30 seconds. Since the overall thickening or thinning of the fluid had
relatively slow response to the step increase in rotation rate, which went from 0 to 1
rev/sec in less than one second, the observed results were likely consequences of fluid
transport created by pressure gradient as opposed to pure shear deformation.
Results from fluid thickness observation revealed evidence of hydrodynamic lubrication.
Indirect interpretation of the lubrication regime can be used to determine if flow induced
hydrodynamic pressure was high enough to provide lubrication lifting. By contrast, shear
force measurement of the sliding tissue was a more direct method of determining
lubrication regimes, as identified by comparison with Stribeck curves. From section 4.2,
it was found the majority of the friction curves displayed the same shape and behavior as
the mixed/elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication regime described by Stribeck curve. Within
the physiological conditions of normal adult human in pleural sliding (e.g. 0.1 to 10
cm/s), the friction curves were mostly in the regime of mixed lubrication where p
decreases as the sliding velocity increases until it reaches the regime of pure
hydrodynamics. The negative slope of mixed lubrication was commonly explained by
separation of contact points. However, the separation of contact points was not the only
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mechanism for reducing friction. The same curve could also exist in pure hydrodynamic
lubrication where elastic deformation and asymmetry of the solid become important.
Under the applied sliding conditions where initial fluid thickness was extremely thin,
shear deformation was in the range of hundredths of a millimeter. The amount of
deformation was similar to the fluid channel thickness and had significant impact on fluid
pressure as described by lubrication theory.
In the case of elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication, we interpret the friction curves as
suggesting the following mechanisms. First, the decline in frictional force with increasing
sliding velocity was caused by smoothing and lifting of the tissue surface. Since the shear
force was inversely proportional to the fluid thickness in hydrodynamic lubrication
(Hamrock, 1981), the thickening of fluid layer lowered the net friction force. After tissue
deformation had reached a steady state, normal force (i.e. lifting) became unimportant to
the change in fluid layer thickness (see Equation 8); the effect on shear force due to fluid
thickness diminished. The sliding velocity, on the other hand, was proportional with
shear force. Therefore, with increasing sliding velocity, the friction force began to rise.
The observation of a minimum frictional force and a subsequent upward increase is the
transition between the significance of fluid layer thickness and of sliding velocity.
Although both mixed and elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication exhibit similar frictional
behavior, they have distinct physical differences that would influence our understanding
of pleural mechanics. One such difference is the existence of contact points between two
surfaces. In the tribological experiments, we found the applied normal load to have no
significant influence on the friction coefficient (pt). The lack of dependence on normal
load, however, can be observed in both boundary and elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication. If
contact points exist, additional normal loads would increase shear force by increasing
contact area. Similarly, higher normal load would reduce fluid layer thickness and thus
raise the shear force. If the magnitude of changes between normal and shear forces were
proportional, t would not change significantly with changes in normal loads.
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Although no definite conclusion about the existence of contact points can be drawn from
the effect of normal load, results from reversed sliding direction can help differentiating
the two types of lubrication. The sliding direction is unimportant in the case of mixed
lubrication where loads were mostly supported by contact points. Similar to dry friction,
the frictional forces generated through sliding asperities do not have directionality. Since
the area of contact is the same regardless of the sliding direction, total shear force does
not change with direction. By contrast, hydrodynamic lubrication is sensitive to sliding
direction when the surface geometry is initially asymmetric. Inspecting results from the
tribological experiments, sliding in the opposite directions showed noticeable differences
in approximately half of the tests with reversed sliding. Interestingly, the chance of
observing variation with sliding direction was about the same between the two types of
experiments. The apparent dependency on sliding direction suggested that hydrodynamic
lubrication was important during the sliding motion. Yet, it is important to point out that
some of those discrepancies in direction were found at very low velocities (e.g. 0.02 and
0.06 cm/s) where the shear force had yet to reach steady state. Hence, the observations at
very low sliding velocities were not good indications of hydrodynamic lubrication. It may
be appropriate to suspect mixed lubrication with contact points at such low speeds. On
the other hand, normal breathing causes the pleura to slide against each other in the range
of 0.1 to 10 cm/s. For this reason, we believe that pleura sliding in the normal velocity
range operates in the elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication regime.
The implication of hydrodynamic lubrication is two fold. First of all, if hydrodynamic
lubrication was dominant during tissue sliding, the change in fluid thickness required a
large flux of fluid from one region to the other. In which case, the change in overall fluid
volume may become crucial and pleural fluid exchange in and out of the pleural space
has to be considered as part of the lubricating mechanism. Unlike thickness change
through hydrodynamic pressure gradient, change in thickness due to shear deformation of
tissue can exist in all lubrication regimes. This type of micro-deformation due to shear
stress was likely responsible for facilitating local fluid redistribution from one tissue
bump to the next. Although such deformation was likely to be helpful in reshaping the
flow channel, it cannot be considered as the main contributor to change in fluid layer
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thickness. The second implication of hydrodynamic lubrication is that the difference
between tissue surface and fluid pressure gradient should be small compared to the
situation in boundary lubrication. If the sliding condition falls in the boundary lubrication
regime, although the local fluid pressure gradient would be small (excluding the effect of
gravity), the surface pressure gradient would be much larger because areas of contact are
highly pressurized to support majority of the normal load. In contrast, if the sliding
condition is mostly hydrodynamic lubrication, the pressure at the surface has to be equal
to the fluid pressure of the same location. In that case, the difference between tissue
surface and fluid pressure as well as their pressure gradients should be small.
Results from both optical hydrodynamic and tribological experiments suggested the
mesothelial tissue sliding against glass were mostly under elasto- and pure hydrodynamic
lubrication regimes. From this finding, we conclude that the mesothelial pleura sliding
under similar physiological conditions are also in the regime of elasto- and pure
hydrodynamic lubrication. This conclusion follows the theory proposed by Lai-Fook
(2004), in which he suggested a continuous layer of pleural fluid separating the two
pleural surfaces. The variation of shear force with sliding velocity is strong evidence in
support of his theory. In addition, the observation of change in fluid thickness with
sliding velocity also suggested hydrodynamic lubrication over the whole sliding surfaces.
It was found in our experiments that fluid layer could either thicken or thin with different
tissue samples. We believe that such variation was the result of the intrinsic differences
between tissue samples, such as surface roughness, tissue thickness and its mechanical
properties. Even though both thinning and thickening were observed, the results were
consistent with hydrodynamic lubrication theory. This phenomenon also agrees with the
concept of fluid re-distribution from thick region to thin region to preserve a continuous
layer of fluid film in pleural space.
Our results do not support the theory suggested by Agostoni and others (1986), who
believed boundary lubrication is the underlying mechanism in pleural lubrication. As
discussed, we found the shear force to have a high dependency on sliding velocities
especially in the physiologically comparable sliding conditions. Furthermore, the
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significant thickening seen in some optical hydrodynamic experiments would not be
possible under boundary lubrication.
Critique of experimental setup and procedure
A number of assumptions were used for our experimental setup and procedure, which
require further discussion on their possible effects to the results. The most important
distinction between mesothelial tissue sliding in vivo and the experimental simulation in
vitro was the use of glass as the sliding counter surface instead of another mesothelial
tissue. Since friction between two surfaces depends on their mechanical properties and
surface interaction, the use of dissimilar sliding surfaces is likely to change the frictional
behavior. One important difference was when the tissue sliding against glass, it reached a
steady state deformation at a given sliding velocity. Whereas if the tissue sliding against
another tissue surface, the deformation of the two surfaces changed continuously. Since
the two tissue surfaces deformed constantly as they conformed to each other, more
energy would be dissipated. Hence, the shear force should be slightly greater if both
sliding surfaces were soft tissue. If the sliding was mostly hydrodynamic lubrication as
we have concluded, then the effect of using glass surface was minimized.
As summarized above, using glass as the second sliding surface would reduce friction.
The amount of reduction is most likely to depend on the following: the tissue sample,
tissue size, sliding velocities, and initial fluid thickness. However, the general behavior of
fluid thickening/thinning and the dependency of friction coefficient on the sliding
velocity should not change. Preliminary observations by Loring and Brown (unpublished)
found insignificant difference in shear force using glass or tissue as the opposing surface.
This finding supports the use of glass/tissue protocols and that there should be small
deviation in results under the applied sliding conditions. In short, the results obtained for
this thesis are expected to qualitatively mimic in vivo conditions, albeit with some
uncertainty about actual quantitative relationships.
Another reason for the large variation in data was the difference among tissue samples.
Although the bulk properties of tissue did not vary much from one sample to another, the
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surface properties and topography were highly variable. Moreover, the thickness of the
excised tissue varied among animals. Sometimes the tissue surface appeared flat and
smooth; at other times, it had visible ridges and waves. If the tissue had a visible surface
ridge orientation, the lubrication effect would differ based on its orientation to the flow
direction. Also, thicker tissue seemed to behave slightly different compared to thinner
tissue, possibly due to change in bending stiffness.
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CHAPTER 6:
CONCLUSIONS
The objective of this thesis was to explore the mechanisms for mesothelial tissue
lubrication, particularly those in the pleural space, to prevent frictional damage under
constant sliding. Two methods were used to approach our questions: the optical
hydrodynamic and tribological experiments. From optical hydrodynamic experiments, the
fluid thickness between sliding surfaces was measured and the independent variables
tested were sliding velocity, rotational direction, and location on the tissue surface. In the
tribological experiments, shear force between sliding surfaces was measured and the
independent variables were sliding velocity, direction and normal load. The sliding
conditions applied in both experiments were comparable to physiological conditions in
adult humans.
In the optical hydrodynamic experiments, the fluid thickness changed with sliding
velocity. Both thinning and thickening of the fluid layer were observed, but the change in
thickness was consistently larger with higher rotation rates. The fluid thickness behavior
was sometimes different with rotation in the opposite direction, but mostly similar at
various locations on the tissue surface in a given direction. The dependency on velocity
and direction suggests hydrodynamic lubrication. Moreover, the systematic change in
fluid thickness across the surface also pointed to a lack of direct contact points.
From the tribological experiments, we learned that the shear force and friction coefficient
decreased with increasing velocity below 2 to 6 cm/s, above which the shear force began
to rise. The friction coefficient curves mimicked the mixed/elasto-hydrodynamic
lubrication regimes characterized by the Stribeck curve. Sliding direction had a
noticeable effect on friction coefficient curves, but the normal load did not affect the
curves significantly. Results were consistent within each tissue sample, but varied
slightly between different samples, especially at low sliding velocities.
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Gathering the results from both experiments, we concluded that elasto-hydrodynamic
lubrication was likely an important underlying mechanism for mesothelial tissue
lubrication in pleural region. Both experiments demonstrated hydrodynamic lubrication
was possible in vitro and were consistent with results of pleural thickness in vivo using
fluorescent imaging technique. Our results support the theory proposed by Lai-Fook
which suggests the existence of a continuous layer of pleural fluid separating the
surfaces. Similarly, our results were consistent with the concept of fluid redistribution
from thick to thin regions through fluid pressure gradients along pleural surfaces in order
to prevent surface contact.
Recommendations for future work
This thesis focused on the steady state behavior after step changes in sliding velocity. The
steady state values of fluid thickness and frictional force improved our understanding of
mesothelial tissue properties as well as the mechanics of fluid and tissue interaction.
However, the sliding in pleural space has a cyclic motion with a wide range of amplitude
and frequency, which varies with species and metabolic state. The cyclic nature of pleural
sliding has several implications. First, the steady state values found in our experiment
might not be achieved at high ventilation frequency. Secondly, the transient response of
tissue becomes relevant; the history of sliding velocity and fluid thickness profile can not
be neglected. Moreover, the time scales in fluid redistribution in and fluid exchange
across pleural space have to be considered when evaluating the fluid/tissue interaction.
A group of researchers examined the effect of ventilation frequency on pleural thickness
in vivo (Wang, P.M., 1997), and found the thickness to increase with frequency at various
locations. Few studies have probed the effect of ventilation frequency on frictional force.
D'Angelo et al. (2004) studied the friction force under reciprocating tissue sliding at two
frequencies with relatively small peak velocities (i.e. 3.02 and 0.88 cm/s). As discussed in
section 1.3, they found no significant effect of sliding frequency on shear force. Future
work should include a wider range of sliding frequency and velocity, since the time
required to reach steady state varies with sliding velocities. For higher sliding velocities,
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shear force is likely to achieve equilibrium values at low frequencies and thus exhibits
behavior similar to those of steady state experiments. On the other hand, low sliding
velocities will not reach equilibrium values at high frequencies, which perhaps will reveal
another type of behavior unlike steady state experiments.
The complexity of fluid and elastic solid interaction benefits much from numerical
analysis. Studies using finite element or other numerical methods can solve for problems
with more complicated geometry and material properties. The numerical solution can also
provide physical and visual interpretation of the experimental solutions. Future research
simulating pleural surfaces sliding can be compared with results from experiments.
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Appendix A
1. EHL analysis of an elliptical conjunction
List of symbols:
2 2 '\
E' Effective elastic modulus, 2 1 + E V [N/r 2]
Ea Eb
h Fluid thickness, [m]
k Ellipticity parameter
m, n Number of divisions of semimajor or semininor axis
p Pressure, [N/M 2]
Rx Effective radius in x direction, [Im]
S Geometrical separation, [m]
U Dimensionless speed parameter
6 Total elastic deformation, [im]
v Poisson's ratio
pI Dimensionless density
if Dimensionless viscosity
One commonly used model for theoretical EHL studies is the elliptical conjunction.
Hamrock and Dowson (1981) had published several papers in this topic. This section
highlights one method of EHL numerical analysis developed through their research.
y
-_ -- --- 
-
Figure A.1. Schematic of elliptical conjunction
with subdivision of rectangular areas in and
around contact zone.
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The EHL model of an elliptical conjunction is as shown in Figure A. 1. The area in and
around the contact zone is divided into equal size rectangular areas. Each rectangular area
is subjected to a uniform pressure, p. The elastic deformation of a semi-infinite solid at a
point (x, y) can be written as dS = 2 , d 1  . Therefore, the elastic deformation at a
r E'r
point (x, y) due to a uniform pressure over a rectangular area of 25 x 2b becomes
2P f dx, dy, (A.1)
Z 12+ X_ I2 (A.2
S-a-_ Y - y, I2+x- 1
2P
where P = Integrating the above equation gives 1 = D * (A.2)
E r
where
D* =(x + b)lnF(Y + )+ (y + )2 + 1)2/2 ]1/2
D (y+A (Y+3)2 + X+b
( y ) + ( y 
-2 + X + 
1
1/2
~ y )+ (y-+)2 + x-b 
/ 
(
1/2 (A.3)
+ (X y+ _ + (y+i32 +(x-
/2
+ (y - a)In a1/2
2 2mn 2n
The general form becomes JkI = -- j D,* (A.4)
Th j=1,2,... i=1,2,...
q =| -i+1
where .
S = 1 - l +1
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Then, the thickness of the fluid channel can be written as
h(x, y)= h + S(x,y)+3(xy) (A.5)
where h, = constant and S(x, y) = separation of undeformed ellipsoidal solids. The
dimensionless fluid thickness becomes
H = 0 +S(x,y) c5(x,y)(A)H = HO+ + 9(,Y.(A.6)
RX RX
where HO is an estimated constant of initial thickness and R, is the effective radius in x-
direction.
2. Solving fluid pressure in the Reynolds equation
After obtaining the general equation for the fluid channel thickness, Equation A.5, the
next step is to find the fluid pressure distribution using Reynolds equation. Hamrock
(1981) introduced a dimensionless parameter D* to substitute into Reynolds equation,
which solving by relaxation methods will produce a more gentle curve of pressure field.
The parameter is defined as * = PH31 2 where P and H are dimensionless pressure and
fluid thickness. Substituting * into the Reynolds equation, all derivative terms
containing product of P and H are eliminated. The resulting equation looks like
H ( 1 a (P a * ___
H X a X ) k2 ay 9 2
1/2 aH 1 a r H1/2
a)+ H~~faX k 2 ay -
12Ub apH
R, ax
(A.7)
Solving Equation A.7 numerically with appropriate boundary conditions, fluid pressure
distribution can be found.
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Appendix B
1. Inertial effect from rotation
When rotating the cylindrical column of saline on the glass, the fluid formed a parabolic
free surface due to centripetal acceleration. The fluid rotates as a solid body when the
rotation is at a constant rate. The rotational rate determines the shape of the parabolic free
surface. If an elastic solid is placed on top of the fluid surface, the change in fluid shape
may also affect the position of the solid. For instance, if the surface tension at the
meniscus between the fluid and tissue was greater than the elastic recoil of the tissue, the
tissue surface can be deformed to fit the new fluid profile as shown in Figure B. 1.
New fluid levelj 2
Original fluid level
Figure B.1. Axis-symmetric rotation of the tissue in a bath of fluid. A
new fluid thickness profile is created by moment of inertia. The
surface tension at the interface causes the tissue to change shape.
To approximate the amount of tissue deformation (i.e. fluid height change), we start by
setting the viscous stress term in the direction of rotation to zero (Kundo, 2004):
1 au ( 1)rO- p I + r -- =1 0 (B.)r 8 r r
where the radial component of velocity, ur = 0 and the angular component, u. = or.
From the above condition, we can simplify Euler's equations to:
t 2
r (B.2)
- -- pgI
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And combining the two equations to obtain the pressure difference,
dP = dr +-dz =-prw2 dr - pgdz. (B.3)
ar az
Next, by integrating between any two points, subscripted as 1 and 2, we have
P2 - P1 = 2 a (r| 2 r- Pg 2 - Zi ).(B42
By setting P2 - P = 0 (for a free surface), we can find the fluid height profile, z, in terms
of radius: z2 = C 2(r -r 2)+z 1 . (B.5)
To find the respective height change at different radii, we need to first find the original
free surface level (zo). As defined in Figure B.1, let point 1 and 2 represent locations at
the center and outer edge of the fluid column, respectively. Substituting into Equation
B.5, it is reduced to z = 2 (r2). Using conservation of mass, the fluid volume displaced
2g
from the center has to equal to the fluid volume increased at the periphery. Thus, we can
find zo by equating the gain and loss in volume from the original surface level:
ro r2
J(zO - z)2;rrdr = J(z - z0 )2;rrdr (B.6)
Integrating Equation 15, we find z0 = 1 (r2 2 (B.7)
4 g
The maximum change in fluid height at the center of rotation would be - z0 , since z, is
arbitrary set to zero. Given the radius of the cylinder to be 3 cm and the angular velocity
to be 27r rad/s, the height change at the center, assuming the original free surface is flat,
will be approximately 0.09 cm. In terms of the radial pressure gradient at the same height,
the pressure difference between center and periphery becomes
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P2 -PI = - pCO (r2 -- rl2) = 17 .8 Pa = 0.18 cmH20 (B.8)2
The overly simplified calculation, however, needs at least two corrections. The first
correction comes from the fact that the initial fluid profile was not flat. Since the tissue
sample was partially immersed in the fluid, the actual change in fluid thickness at the
center also depends on the depth of immersion of the tissue sample. The second
correction is the rotational speed profile. Assuming no-slip condition at the tissue-fluid
interface, the average velocity at each radius is reduced to half of previous values. As a
result, both corrections reduce the amplitude of change in fluid thickness. A rough
estimate that takes into account of reduced mean velocity modifies the change in fluid
height at the center to less than 0.02 cm.
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